
Biggest barriers for lower income workers to get to work 

 

From Donna Pocius and others: 

This is an excellent article on one of the biggest barriers in getting lower income workers getting to work . 

Transportation and some of the solutions companies are finding to address it . 

This recent Crain’s article is relevant to our convo here: 

 A key problem in hiring a diverse workforce: Getting employees to work sites 

 https://www.chicagobusiness.com/equity/key-problem-hiring-diverse-workforce-getting-employees-work-sites 

Here are a few resources to explore: 

• Equiticity's Mobility Justice in Chicago Research Report: This Commuting in Context report (see all 

five reports here) is part of Equiticity's Mobility Justice in Chicago research and the result of 

qualitative focus groups with job coaches and clients at the workforce centers (see below), 

exploring how transportation serves as a barrier to improved employment outcomes for LMI Black and 

Brown people on the South and West sides.  

• Uber + Lyft: Have some good contacts at both shared mobility companies, and happy to make the warm 

intos to both.  

• LyftUp Community Grants: Consider applying for this LyftUp Community Grants program via Lyft, 

awarding "up to $20,000 in ride credits to organizations across the country making a difference in their 

communities". 

• Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership: The Partnership operates the federally funded workforce 

centers in the region (mentioned above). They are actively working on matching communities in need 

with the job centers, many of these job centers being located on the outskirts of the city and in the 

suburbs. I know Karin M. Norington-Reaves, CEO at the Partnership. Happy to connect you all with 

Karen.   

• Three Additional Resources: The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, Metropolitan Planning 

Council, and DePaul's Chaddick Institute have all been exploring matching job seekers to the job 

centers. Happy to connect you all with contacts at each of the three orgs.  

 

From Tom Wendorf: 

One of the businesses I was working with, who was on the Career Connect board had an idea that I do not have time to 
pursue, but may have merit with addressing this problem.  He noted that all over the county there are national 
motel/hotel chains, located fairly near places of employment. The bus system in DuPage is limited, but does cover many 
major routes, just not the last mile. His idea was to recruit the motels for part time use of their vans, which mostly sit 
unused at the property. Maybe employers would reimburse the hotels for the use of the van and driver.  It might be 
possible for the bus system to pick employees up where they live and drop them off at a bus stop near the employer. 
Then have the hotel van would pick them up at a predetermined time, coordinated with the bus schedule and drop the 
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individuals off at their employers. This might require scheduling changes in both the bus system and perhaps employer 
work schedules. This would work best with an app for coordination. It also requires participation of a lot of different 
organizations. I know that Metra and Pace have an interest in overcoming this last mile problem. It activates and utilizes 
an underutilized asset (the motel vans) in the community to solve a community wide problem This idea might have 
merit.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

From David Sabathne:  

One thought was simply have employers establish accounts with Lyft/Uber or others and pay each way of the 
1st and last mile. A little flex time might be necessary but these drivers might appreciate having regular riders 
and dependable payment each day. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

When the WSJC was started 14 years ago, we conducted a demographic study asking agencies serving low 
income job seekers  to identify barriers to employment. Transportation was cited as the highest barrier, 
followed by childcare.  Our spin off nonprofit Care for Cars was started due to those results and as the result 
of a countywide task force started by the mayor Downer Grove at the time.  The circulator bus that ran for a 
short time at nontraditional hours for hospitality, manufacturing,  and healthcare workers was also an 
initiative that held promise but was short lived due to budget cuts.   

Employers truly are the key to making this a reality. Once they get their will behind this pervasive problem, we 
will see progress for frontline workers.  

With that said, all of the ideas suggested below are such creative options and we hope that they can somehow 
come to fruition!  Thank you for initiation this dialogue again, Tom. 

Barb Tartaglione, Chair WSJC  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

From Tom Wendorf: 

You are right. I'm not a 21st century guy and Uber/Lyft never occured to me. If business was will to pay hotels for vans it 

might even be less expensive to use what is already in place with apps at Uber and Lyft. I heard in many WSJC meetings 

that there are usually multiple issues with some folks have transportation, and childcare at the top of the list.  


